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Managing the risk requires an enterprise approach
You can’t secure everything
Set the right priorities.

It’s not if but when
Build an intelligence-led defence,
enabling rapid cyber response.

Seize the advantage
Exploit the next digital opportunity
with confidence.

Their risk is your risk
Understand and manage risk in your
interconnected business ecosystem.

Fix the basics

People Matter

Use technology to your advantage,
maximising return from technology
investments.

Build and maintain a secure culture, where
people are aware of their critical security
decisions.

What should I personally do back at the office?
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Challenge &
Lead

Projects

Clear Desk

Email

Data &
Access

Governance

On projects you
sponsor or contribute
to – ask how security
is being built in.
Be curious.

Lead by example on
clear desk and ‘secure
workplace’
Push your team to
take seriously

Raise awareness of
phishing, data leakage

Where you see
datasets being held in
shared drives, ask
‘why are we doing
that?’, and ‘who has
access?’

Are your security risks
raised, logged and
prioritised?

What’s the one
process you see in the
company that
instinctively doesn’t
feel right?
Challenge it.

Use of home email
should be prohibited
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Do they have the
correct priority?
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